We consider the problem of ion-acoustic wave generation, and resultan! anomalous Joule heating, by a return current driven unstable by a small-area thick-target electron beam in solar Hares. We find that, contrary to the usual assumption, the hard X-ray bremsslrahlung emission may actually be enhanced in comparison to conventional thicktarget models. This present paper is a summary of the work of Cromwell, McQuillan and Brown (198S).
M o d el.
We ass.u m e a of two Maxwcllinn tially isothermal (7 ray yield:-> from our T t (t) am1 //(t ) IIS III for sunpliicity): :j <n\ :
ii Marginal Stability Approach.
In the classical heating regime t'j < ucnt (T t , 7', ), the critical drift speed for the onset of ion-acousl ic instability, and //u l -0. liquations (l) and (2) can then be solved easily In a turbulent plasma, however, to circumvent the complexities of the relevant nonlinear plasma physics, we assume the marginal stability hypothesis: the plasma remains on the boundary between unstable growth and damping for that particular m ieroi list abilit y (y dy dk 0). We therefore set C j --ocnt ( T c , 7', ) at instability on.set. The failure of marginal stability in this regime is, we believe, directly related to the neglect of plasma wave energy density, IF, in the energy equations (1) and (2). Underly ing the marginal stability hypothesis is the assumption that d\V / dl -0 only over negli gibly short times compared to the heating timescale. If this is not true then IF w ill become much larger and then the plasma would be even more rapidly heated, on times cales far .shorter than the beam rise time lr , until eventually </IF/(//---0. To confirm this interpretation we have conducted numerical simulations (Cromwell, 19S7) on beamdriven ion-acoustic wave growth. These simulations diow that, for T u / 'l\ > 1.8, the waves are rapidly switched on and off, as the plasma oscillates about the marginal stabil ity curve, and that the values of IF and d\V / dt remain very low; marginal stability is, therefore, applicable here. However, for T t /7 ', -< d.8, noil-negligible values of IF and </1F / dt are indeed attained and very rapid heating occurs. In these cases, the marginal stability concept is no longer applicable because the Conn of the driver is incompatible with zero wave growth rate at these l\/l\ and must be replaced by an alternative method (i.e., a proper wave grou'th analysis).
